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BEFORE THE MEMBER ::::::::::: MACT ::::::::::: DHUBRI

MAC Case No.187/2015

Parties:-

Manoj Kumar Pandey
S/O: Trilokinath Pandey
VILL: Ratiadaha Part-I
P.S: Golakganj
Dist: Dhubri, Assam

..Claimant

Vs.

1.United India Insurance Company Limited

Dhubri Branch, Dhubri

Policy No.1306033114P10347954

2.Sri Ananta Mohan Roy
S/O: Amulya Ch. Roy
VILL: Sindurai Part-I
P.O: Ratiadaha
P.S: Golakganj
Dist: Dhubri, Assam

3.Manik Saha
S/O: Madhu Sudhan Saha
VILL: Kanuri Part-I
P.S: Golakganj
Dist: Dhubri, Assam ..Opp.

Parties 

Present: - Sri Anup Narayan Ghosh, Member, MACT, Dhubri 

Appearance:-

Sri R.K. Jain, Advocate for the claimant

Sri Sujit Kumar Saha, Advocate for OP No.1

Sri Anupam Roy, Advocate for OP No.2 & 3
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Date of argument:  21.11.2019

Date of judgment:  20.12.2019

Judgment 

This claim petition has been filed by the claimant U/s. 166

of M.V. Act read with rule 3 of Assam MAC Tribunal Rules, 1960 seeking

compensation  for  the injuries  sustained by the claimant  in  a  motor

vehicular accident which occurred on 12.2.2015 at Shernagar on NH-31

at 1:00 P.M. under Agomani P.S.
Claimant’s case in brief was that on 12.2.2015 at about

1:00 P.M. he along with Rameswar Pandey, Sushila Pandey and H.N.

Pandey and others were travelling as a passenger of an auto rickshaw

bearing registration No.AS-17-B/3693 and driver of the auto rickshaw

had driven the vehicle in a rash and negligent manner.  As a result of

which the said  accident  took place.   After  the accident  injured was

taken  to  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  for  necessary  treatment  but  as  the

injuries sustained by the injured is not improved injured went to Patna

for better treatment.
Claimant side further stated in their claim petition that he

had incurred expenditure amounting to Rs.  60,000/-  for  purchase of

medicines  as  well  as  operation  charges,  Rs.  20,000/-  as  travelling

expenses,  attendant,  boarding  charges  and  Rs.  50,000/-  for

accommodation charges in Patna.
Claimant side further stated in their claim petition that at

the time of accident injured was aged about 34 years and he was doing

a small business and earned Rs. 6,000/- per month but due to aforesaid

accident he could not work for three months.
Claimant side prayed before the Hon’ble Court to award

compensation amounting to Rs. 2,00,000/- along with interest from the

date of institution of this case till realisation. 
On  receipt  of  this  claim  petition  an  MAC  Case  was

registered and summon was issued to opposite parties.  On receipt of

the summon issued from this court OP No.1 insurer of the offending

vehicle had appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.
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The main contentions of the written statement submitted by OP No.1

are as follows.
That this claim petition is not maintainable in its present

form  and  manner,  that  there  is  no  cause  of  action  against  the

answering OP, hence claim petition is liable to be dismissed, that claim

petition suffers from defect of non-joinder and mis-joinder of necessary

parties, that the answering OP does not admit the alleged accident and

also  denies  that  the  alleged accident  was  caused  due  to  rash  and

negligent driving of the vehicle allegedly insured with the answering

OP, all the material allegations made in the claim petition are false and

petition is not maintainable either on facts or in law and under the

given circumstances, hence petition is liable to be dismissed in limine

with costs against the answering OP, that the OP insurance company

does  not  admit  and  denies  all  the  allegations  made  in  the  claim

petition and petitioner is required to prove the same with documentary

evidence.
OP further stated in their written statement that driver of

the offending vehicle allegedly insured with the answering OP was not

holding  valid  and  effective  driving  licence  at  the  time  of  alleged

accident  and  was  also  not  qualified  for  holding  or  obtaining  such

driving licence and further has not satisfied the requirements of rule 3

of Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989.  OP / owner without enquiry as

required under law had handed over the vehicle to the said driver and

thus  contravened  the  provision  of  M.V.  Act  and  rules  framed  there

under, that answering OP seeks protection U/s. 147 and 149 of the M.V.

Act, that answering OP further submits that as per section 158 (6) of

the M.V. Act it is mandatory duty of the concerned P.S. to forward all

the  relevant  documents  including  driving  licence  to  the  concerned

insurer within 30 days from the date of information of any accident but

the  concerned  P.S.  had  failed  to  forward  the  documents  and  not

complied with the statutory demand, that answering OP further states

that driver of the vehicle allegedly insured with the answering OP was

not holding valid and effective driving licence at the relevant time of

accident,  further  OP insurance company does not  have any liability

towards  any  claim  and  claim  against  answering  OP  is  liable  to  be
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dismissed,  further  driver  of  the  alleged  auto  rickshaw  bearing

registration No.AS-17-B/3693 may kindly  be directed by the Hon’ble

Tribunal and also from the concerned DTO in respect of the validity of

the  driving  licence,  that  in  regard  to  para-10  of  the  claim  petition

injured was the passenger of the offending vehicle, the accident, if any,

might have been caused due to negligence on the part of the injured

on his own act or fault, hence accident if any, has been caused for the

negligence  contributed  by  the  injured  himself,  that  the  medical

certificate  in  original,  certified  copy  of  injury  report,  permanent

disability  certificate  issued  by  the  medical  board  and  other  papers

relating  to  the  alleged  injury  may  be  directed  to  the  petitioner  /

claimant to be produced for the statement forwarded in para-11, 12 &

13 of the claim petition to be substantiated, that route permit / road

permit, valid and effective driving licence, registration certificate of the

vehicle,  fitness  certificate  may  be  directed  to  be  produced  by  the

owner otherwise it shall be presumed that there is statutory violation of

the  policy  condition,  hence  answering  OP  is  not  liable  to  pay  any

compensation and claim, if any, is also subject to the compliance of

section 64 VB of the insurance act, that non appearance of the insured,

if  any,  in  the  present  claim  proceeding  without  any  cause  or  his

negligence or failure to take part in the proceeding will be sufficient to

cause  apprehension  on  the  answering  OP,  that  insured  and  the

claimant are in collusion to have wrongful gain against the answering

OP, that accident, if any, might have been caused due to negligence

contributed by the injured on his / on her own fault i.e. claimant himself

and  caused  by  the  driver  by  way  of  overloading  of  passengers  for

which OP insurance company is  not  at  all  liable  towards  the claim,

hence petition claiming towards either no fault as well as fault liability

is liable to be dismissed.  Under the aforesaid facts and circumstances

answering OP prayed before the Hon’ble Court  to dismiss the claim

petition with costs in favour of the answering OP and thus oblige.
OP No.2 & 3 owner and driver of the offending vehicle had

appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main
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contentions of the written statement submitted by OP No.2 & 3 are as

follows:
That this case is not maintainable in law and facts, that

there is no cause of action against the answering OP No.2 & 3, that the

contents of para-1 to 5 of the claim petition is denied and in reply to

para-1 to 5 of the claim petition the answering OP states that there is

no personal knowledge about the contents of the para-1 to 5 of the

claim petition, that contents of para-8, 9 & 10 of the claim petition are

admitted by the answering OP,  that  the contents  of  para-11 of  the

claim petition is denied by the answering OP, that the answering OP

No.2 & 3 has no knowledge regarding contents of para-1, 17, 18, 19 &

20 of the claim petition, that answering OP further states that at the

time of  accident the vehicle No.AS-17-B/3693 was duly insured with

United India Insurance Company Limited, Dhubri Branch and insurance

policy is valid on the date of the accident so, if any, compensation is

awarded by the learned tribunal it is to be paid by the insurer of the

vehicle.  Under the aforesaid facts and circumstances answering OP

prayed before the Hon’ble Court to dismiss the claim petition against

the answering OP and thus oblige.
After  going  through  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my

learned predecessor had framed following issues.
1 Whether  the  accident  took  place  due  to  rash  and

negligent driving of the vehicle No.AS-17-B/3693 and

the  claimant  sustained  injuries  due  to  the  said

accident?
2 Whether the offending vehicle was insured with M/s.

United India Insurance Company Limited at the time of

accident?
3 What shall be the just and proper compensation and

by whom payable? 
4 Whether the claimant is  entitled to get the relief  as

prayed for?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE NO. 1 to 4: As all these issues are inter-related so

they are taken up together for discussion and decision.
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In  the  aforesaid  case  claimant  side  had examined only

one witness and OP side had examined one witness.

Heard arguments on behalf of both sides.  

Evidence led by claimant side are briefly discussed.

CW-1 Monaj Kumar Pandey in his evidence on affidavit had

stated that he is the claimant of this case and he had sustained injuries

due to motor vehicular accident which occurred on 12.2.2015 at about

1:00 P.M. at village Shernagar on NH-31 under Agomani P.S.

He  further  stated  in  his  evidence  on  affidavit  that  on

12.2.2015 at about 1:00 P.M. he along with Rameswar Pandey, Sushila

Pandey and H.N. Pandey and others were travelling as a passenger of

auto rickshaw bearing registration No.AS-17-B/3693 and driver of the

auto rickshaw had driven the vehicle in a rash and negligent manner.

As a result of which the said accident took place.  After the accident

injured was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital for necessary treatment but

as the injuries sustained by the injured is not improved injured went to

Patna for better treatment.
He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that he had

incurred  expenditure  amounting  to  Rs.  60,000/-  for  purchase  of

medicines  as  well  as  operation  charges,  Rs.  20,000/-  as  travelling

expenses,  attendant,  boarding  charges  and  Rs.  50,000/-  for

accommodation charges in Patna.
He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that at the

time of accident he was aged about 34 years and he was doing a small

business  and  earned  Rs.  6,000/-  per  month  but  due  to  aforesaid

accident he could not work for three months.
He  further  stated  in  his  evidence  on  affidavit  that  he

prayed before the Hon’ble Court to award compensation amounting to

Rs. 2,00,000/- along with interest from the date of institution of this

case till realisation.
To prove this case claimant side had examined only one

witness i.e. claimant himself and exhibited some documents.  Ext-1 is

the  discharge  slip  of  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital.   As  per  Discharge  Slip
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claimant  was  admitted  at  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  on  12.2.2015  and

discharged on 14.2.2015 and injured was referred to GMCH, Guwahati

for further treatment.  Claimant side had exhibited other documents

and medical prescriptions.  Ext-2 is the Radiological Report issued by

Dhubri  Civil  Hospital,  ext-3  is  the prescription issued by Orthopedic

Surgeon of Patna, ext-4 is the cash memo amounting to Rs. 2,280/-,

ext-5 is Biochemistry Report and Hematology Report issued by Patna,

ext-6 is also another report issued by Orthopedic Surgeon of Patna, ext-

7 is also Hematology Report, ext-9 is also another report of Orthopedic

Surgeon, Patna, ext-10, 11 & 12 are some Hematology Report, Patna,

ext-13 is prescription issued by Orthopedic Surgeon of Patna, ext-14 is

cash memo issued by  one  medical  hall  of  Patna,  ext-15 is  medical

report issued by doctor of Patna, ext-16 is Accident Information Report

issued by O/C Agomani P.S.
As per aforesaid bills and vouchers claimant was admitted

at  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  on  12.2.2015  and  on  14.2.2015  he  was

discharged from hospital and referred to GMCH, Guwahati for better

treatment.   Although claimant  was  referred  to  GMCH,  Guwahati  for

better treatment but in spite going to GMCH, Guwahati claimant went

to Patna for better treatment.
In the instant case OP insurance company had examined

Administrative Officer of United India Insurance Company Limited.  As

per his evidence on affidavit that as per FIR it is very clear that at the

time of accident four person were travelling in the alleged offending

vehicle.   Ext-A  is  the  certified  copy  of  FIR.   As  per  policy  and

registration certificate seating capacity of  the alleged auto rickshaw

involved in  the accident  bearing registration No.AS-17-B/3693 (3+1)

including  driver  only  but  at  the  time  of  accident  said  vehicle  was

carrying passengers more than permitted capacity which was out of

out  violation of  the policy  condition  and permit  condition.   Ext-B  is

policy  copy.   Ext-B  (1)  is  signature  of  the  insurance  authority  and

annexure C is photocopy of registration certificate of the auto rickshaw.
He further stated in his evidence on affidavit  that  auto

rickshaw bearing registration No.AS-17-B/3693 involved in the accident

was overloaded at the time of accident i.e. beyond permitted capacity
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of carrying passengers.   So,  it  is  a  clear  case of  violation of  policy

condition and hence answering OP is not liable to indemnify the owner

of the auto rickshaw bearing registration No.AS-17-B/3693.  He further

stated in his evidence on affidavit that as there is violation of the policy

condition OP insurance company may be exonerated from liability to

pay any compensation to the claimant.
Learned  counsel  on  behalf  of  claimant  had  cross

examined the said witness and in his cross examination he had stated

that  company had regular  investigator  and regular  investigator  had

investigated this case but he had not submitted investigation report in

the court.  He further stated in his cross examination that he had no

knowledge whether other claimants of this accident had filed any other

case.   He  further  stated  in  his  cross  examination  that  he  had  not

received any summon from any other claimant in respect of the said

accident but later stated that he had no knowledge.  He further stated

in his cross examination that policy covered insurance cover of four

persons.  Annexure C is Xerox copy of R/C.  He further stated in his

cross examination that he had not submitted charge sheet in this case

in the court.  As per para-3 of evidence on affidavit there were four

passengers in the auto rickshaw.  Insurance covers four persons.  He

denied in his cross examination that he had deposed false evidence in

this case.
Perused the exhibited documents minutely.  In the instant

case  claimant  side  had  exhibited  some  documents.   Ext-1  is  the

Discharge Slip issued by Dhubri Civil Hospital.  As per Discharge Slip

claimant  was  admitted  in  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  on  12.2.2015  and

discharged  on  14.2.2015  and  referred  GMCH,  Guwahati  for  better

treatment.  Ext-2 is the receipt of laboratory report amounting to Rs.

90/-, ext-3 is the prescription issued by Orthopedic Surgeon of Patna,

ext-4  is  the money receipt  issued by Durga Pharma Ortho Surgical,

Patna amounting to Rs. 2,280/-, ext-5 is the Biochemistry Report issued

by Patna, ext-6 is also Hematology Report issued by one Diagnostic

Centre in Patna, ext-7 is Hematology Report issued by one Diagnostic

Centre, Patna, ext-8 is the Medical Report issued by Diagnostic Centre

in  Patna,  ext-9  is  also  Medical  Report  issued by  Diagnostic  Centre,
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Patna,  ext-10  is  the  another  Elisa  Report  issued  by  one  Diagnostic

Centre, Patna, ext-11 is the Prescription, ext-12 is the Money Receipt

issued by Dr Agarwala Imaging Clinic, Patna amounting to Rs. 250/-,

ext-13 is  the Prescription issued by one Orthopedic Surgeon,  Patna,

ext-14  is  the  Cash  Memo  amounting  to  Rs.  632/-.   As  there  is

overwriting  in  the  said  cash  memo  claimant  is  not  entitled  to  get

compensation on the basis of ext-14 document, ext-15 is the Medical

Certificate issued by Orthopedic Surgeon, Patna, ext-16 is the Accident

Information Report.
In  the  instant  case  OP  side  had  also  exhibited  some

documents.  Ext-A is the FIR, ext-B is the copy of Insurance Policy, ext-

C  is  the  Registration  Certificate  issued  by  Registaring  Authority  of

Dhubri.
On  going  through  the  aforesaid  documents  minutely

including  ext-16  Form  No.54  Report  registration  number  of  the

offending vehicle  is  AS-17-B/3693 (auto Rickshaw) and name of  the

owner of the offending vehicle is Ananta Mahan Roy and name of the

driver  of  the  offending  vehicle  is  Manik  Saha  and  the  vehicle  in

question is insured with United India Insurance Company Limited and

insurance policy is valid upto 15.8.2015.  As accident took place on

12.2.2015  so  insurance  policy  is  valid  covering  the  date  of  the

accident.  So, OP insurance company is liable to pay compensation to

the claimant.
Learned counsel  on behalf  of  OP insurance company in

course of his argument had submitted that claimant was passenger of

the auto rickshaw as per ext-A.  On cross examination claimant himself

admitted that in the said auto rickshaw five passengers are there apart

from  driver  so  total  six  passengers  are  there  in  the  said  vehicle

including driver.  OP insurance company in course of his argument had

submitted  that  as  per  permit  condition  as  per  annexure-C  it  is

submitted  by  OP  insurance  company  seating  capacity  of  the  said

vehicle is (3+1) i.e. 4 person but in the said vehicle as claimant himself

admitted there are five passengers in the said vehicle apart from driver

so it  is  a  clear  violation of  the permit  condition.   So,  OP insurance
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company is not liable to pay compensation to the claimant as there is

breach of the terms and conditions of the insurance policy.
OP  insurance  company  in  course  of  his  argument  had

submitted a decision of Hon’ble Supreme Court decided in 2018 SAR

(Civil) 410, Pappu & Others Vs. Binod Kumar Lamba (Respondents).  In

the said decision Hon’ble Supreme Court held that insurance company

can be fastened with liability on the basis of valid insurance policy only

after  basic  facts  are  pleaded  and  established  by  the  owner  of  the

offending vehicle that vehicle was not only insured but also that it was

driven by a authorized person having a valid driving licence, without

disclosing the name of the driver in the written statement or producing

any evidence to substantiate the fact that copy of the driving licence

produced in support was a person who in fact was authorized to drive

the offending vehicle on the relevant time, the owner of the vehicle

cannot be said to have extricated himself from his liability.  Insurance

company would become liable only after such foundational facts are

pleaded and proved by the owner of the vehicle.
In the instant case OP No.2 & 3 owner and driver of the

offending  vehicle  only  pleaded  in  their  written  statement  that  the

driver of the vehicle had valid driving licence but owner of the vehicle

except submitting the written statement did not adduce any evidence

in  support  of  their  written statement.   In  the said  decision Hon’ble

Supreme  Court  held  that  the  onus  would  shift  on  the  insurance

company  only  after  the  owner  of  the  offending  vehicle  pleads  and

prove the basic facts within his knowledge that driver of the offending

vehicle was authorized by him to drive the vehicle and was a valid

driving licence at the relevant time.
In the instant case owner of the offending vehicle merely

raised a vague plea in written statement driver of the offending vehicle

had valid driving licence but he did not enter in the witness box and

examined any witness in support  of  his  plea.   Respondent No.2 i.e.

insurer  of  the  offending  vehicle  had  pleaded  that  driver  of  the

offending vehicle had driven the vehicle violating the policy condition

so onus lies on the owner and driver of the offending vehicle to prove

the same by adducing evidence.
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In the instant case except submitting written statement

by the owner and driver of the offending vehicle but they did not enter

any evidence or examine any witness in support of his plea that they

have  not  violated  policy  condition.   As  per  annexure-C  which  is

submitted by the OP insurance company seating capacity of the auto

rickshaw is 4 persons including driver but in the instant case claimant

himself admitted that there are five passengers apart from the driver

i.e.  six  passengers  there  in  the  said  auto  rickshaw.   It is  a  clear

violation of the policy condition.  
As per decision of the Supreme Court as discussed earlier

insurer of the vehicle is liable to pay compensation to the claimant with

a liberty to recover the compensation amount from the owner of the

vehicle in due course of law so claimant is entitled to get following

compensation.
As per  ext-1 i.e.  Discharge Certificate issued by Dhubri

Civil  Hospital  claimant  was  admitted  in  Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  on

12.2.2015 and he was referred to GMCH, Guwahati for better treatment

on 14.2.2015 but instead of going to GMCH, Guwahati claimant went to

Patna for better treatment.  As per certificate issued by Orthopaedic

Surgeon, Patna claimant was treated in the said hospital of Patna from

20.2.2015 to 27.4.2015.  So, claimant was a indoor patient of the said

hospital  for  about  67  days.   As  claimant  had  sustained  compound

fracture  of  shaft  of  right  on  12.2.2015  treated  first  at  Dhubri  Civil

Hospital  and  came  for  better  treatment  at  Patna  on  20.2.2015  for

operation and open reduction and fixation done with DCP on 21.2.2015

and ultimately claimant was discharged from hospital on 27.4.2015 so

claimant was in hospital as a indoor patient in considerable period of

almost 67 days in Patna so he is entitled to get compensation under

the head of pain and sufferings amounting to Rs.1,50,000/-. 
Claimant  side  had  submitted  some  bills  and  vouchers

regarding his long treatment first at Dhubri Civil Hospital and later at

Patna  Medical  College,  Patna.   Medical  vouchers  and  cash  memos

submitted by the claimant are discussed vide ext-2 claimant had paid

Rs. 90/- for laboratory and radiology receipt.  Claimant side had spent

Rs. 2,280/- from Sri Durga Pharma Ortho and Surgical.  Claimant side
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had also submitted another money receipt issued by Dr Agarwal Image

Clinic, Patna amounting to Rs. 250/- vide ext-12, vide ext-14 claimant

side had purchase some medicines from one medical store in Patna

amounting to Rs. 632/- only but there is overwriting in the said cash

memo, claimant is not entitled to get any compensation on the basis of

ext-14 documents.  So, claimant is entitled to get aforesaid amount as

medical expenses during his treatment in Dhubri and Patna amounting

Rs. 3,250/-. 
As claimant was in hospital first at Dhubri Civil  Hospital

and later at Patna for considerable period and there was loss of income

for  three  months  so  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  compensation

amounting to  Rs.  5,000/-  X 3  = Rs.  15,000/-  on account  of  loss  of

income for the period of treatment in different hospitals.  Claimant is

also  entitled  to  get  Rs.  10,000/-  under  the  head  of  transportation

charges.

Thus, in total, the claimant is entitled to get Rs. 1,50,000/-

+  Rs.  3,250/-  +  Rs.  15,000/-  +  Rs.  10,000/-  =  Rs.  1,78,250/-  as

compensation.

As owner of the offending vehicle had violated the policy

condition and carried more passengers than the permissible limit as

per permit condition vide annexure-C.  As per permit condition owner

of the vehicle can carry only four passengers i.e. (3+1=4).  Here owner

of  the  vehicle  carried  five  passengers  apart  from  driver  i.e.  six

passengers so it  is a clear violation of  policy condition.   So,  as per

decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court as discussed earlier owner of

the vehicle is liable to pay compensation to the claimant.

As per ext-16 Form No.54 Report insurance policy is valid

covering the date of the accident.  As it is a beneficial legislation so

insurer of the vehicle is liable to pay compensation to the claimant with

a liberty to recover the same from the owner of the vehicle in due

course of law.

This MAC Case is accordingly disposed of.
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ORDER 

In  the  result,  claim  petition  is  allowed  awarding  Rs.

1,78,250/-  (Rupees  One Lakh Seventy  Eight  Thousand Two Hundred

Fifty)  only  to  the  claimant  payable  by  OP  No.1,  M/s.  United  India

Insurance  Company Limited through an account  payee cheque with

liberty to recover the awarded amount from the owner of the offending

vehicle in due course of law.  An interest at the rate of 8% per annum is

allowed  on  the  total  compensation  from the  date  of  filing  of  claim

petition i.e. 20.05.2015 till realisation.

   Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this  court  this  20 th day  of

December, 2019

Member, MACT, Dhubri.       Member,  MACT,

Dhubri.

APPENDIX 

MAC Case No.187/2015

Claimant’s witness : CW-1 Manoj Kumar Pandey

  DW-1 Syed Nur Zaman

 Exhibits 

Ext-1 Discharge Slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital

Ext-2 Lab Charge 

Ext-3 Prescription

Ext-4 Cash Memo
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Ext-5 to 11 Investigation Reports

Ext-12 Cash Memo

Ext-13 Prescription

Ext-14 Cash Memo

Ext-15 Certificate in Photostat

Ext-16 Form No.54 

M.Ext-1 to 5 X-Ray Plates

   Member: MACT: Dhubri. 


